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Education

Created from the
designer’s perspective

You have an HVAC
authority on your team.

The journey from conception to completion
has its challenges. AER is designed to
be your primary resource for HVAC and
make heating and cooling comfort more
comfortable for you.

Resident Pro:
There may be thirty different scenarios on how
to solve a particular design. Our knowledge
and experience help us provide the information
you need with immediacy and accuracy across
your entire team – increasing efficiency and
accountability.

Realize your vision.
Our products make it possible.
Our specialists make it right.

Commercial

AER gives you the confidence to integrate
HVAC into any architectural plan. AER
provides the comprehensive solutions –
the products, the technical knowledge
and the practical expertise – to help you
change HVAC from a design obstacle
into a design opportunity.
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Technical Service
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Technical Support
Manager
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Local Resource:
We provide onsite visits and will help you
navigate local requirements such as zoning
laws and building codes, and provide options
for how to best meet them.

ABCO is the pre-eminent distributor for
Mitsubishi Electric, the world’s leading
manufacturer of intelligent comfort
technology, and is the only distributor to
provide the quality support needed to go
along with it. Accountable, technical
expertise at no additional cost.

Amanda Maurer
AER Administrator
P 718-937-9005 ext.1256
C 347-840-1760
amaurer@abco.co

Product Authority:
AER specialists are knowledgeable about
the latest HVAC technology, environmentally
friendly options, product info and specs so you
don’t have to be. Our continuing education and
training is unprecedented in the industry.

Troubleshooter:
We’ll help you keep control from bid through
project completion so you’re sure to get the
“rubber stamp.” Asking the right questions,
and ensuring installation with 100%
accuracy so there are no surprises or
costly redo’s to affect your client’s budget,
or your reputation.
Residential

The dedicated HVAC resource for ARCHITECTS,
DESIGNERS & DEVELOPERS

Healthcare
Historic
Find out how to put ABCO AER to work for you at ABCOhvacr.com

Our Specialists are Your Specialists.
AER provides the full support of our Applications
Team. Our success is built on ensuring your
success.
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Your HVAC Challenges.
Solved.

Easy Installation. Less maintenance.
Lifecycle Cost Savings.

Minimize environmental impact.
Being green was never easier.

Whether you’re remodeling or building a
new structure for commercial, residential
or multi-use, you are no longer tethered
by traditional HVAC limitations. Let AER
show you how the Mitsubishi CITY MULTI
System products available at ABCO offer
unparalleled design flexibility coupled with
extraordinary energy efficiency.

Mitsubishi Electric VRF zoning systems take
less time to install and require significantly
less maintenance over time than conventional
HVAC. In addition, they average 20 years,
lasting up to twice as long as conventional
systems.

■ Maximum energy efficiency due to
innovative inverter technology and zoning

Mitsubishi Electric’s two-pipe VRF systems
are engineered to be compact and to simplify
the workload to get them up and running.
They often result in lower electrical loads
while eliminating building tear-down/build-up
encountered in traditional options, thus saving
the customer up front while delivering higher
efficiency and ease of maintenance for years
to come.

■ Strict adherence to RoHS standards. (First
HVAC company to eliminate use of lead and
mercury)

More zones, more control.
Give your clients what
they want – greater control
and reduced cost and
energy usage.
Less intrusive. Quieter and more
compact, new condenser units
can be located in more places.

Compact and Lightweight: Reclaim up
to 10% of the space once sacrificed to
conventional HVAC systems.

Take back wasted space. Smaller, more compact systems
mean more choice. Add higher ceilings. Gain an extra floor.

Minimal Visual Disruption: From ductless
systems that only require a 3” hole for
installation, to low-profile ducted systems,
AER can show you how to configure
Mitsubishi systems any number of ways
to minimize the visual disruption to your
structure.

Mitsubishi CITY MULTI Systems make
the bottom line look great, too.

Minimal Audible Disruption: Designed to
operate silently indoors and almost
soundlessly outdoors, CITY MULTI
products can be placed just about
anywhere — hospitals, churches, libraries,
historic homes, 5-star hotels — without
interrupting the ambiance you’ve worked
so hard to create.

Easier renovations. Maintain integrity
of existing sites that lack ceiling height
to fit traditional ductwork.

Go green, save some green. Energy
modeling software can help compare
energy costs of different HVAC solutions.
Existing constraints? New ductless systems
help overcome limitations of historic buildings.

Intelligent dimensions. Units are 29”
to fit through any door so thereʼs no
need to hire a crane to do the rigging.

“

Multiple units in multiple rooms is more efficient than
one unit that handles an entire building. Now my clients
can make decisions about how to heat and cool to
converve both energy and cost, while making everyone
comfortable and happy.

”

■ Two-pipe system = less piping and insulation
Easier to hide. Ductless systems
are smaller than ever.

Easier integration. Integrate easily with
existing HVAC systems. Realize greater
energy efficiency and cost-savings.

When you consider all the potential hidden
costs HVAC can incur, such as: consulting
and engineering design costs, installation,
tooling, rigging and labor, potential electrical
and/or structural modifications, complexity
of connecting indoor and outdoor equipment
and controls integration, CITY MULTI Systems
just look better and better.
■ Simplified design requires less wiring
■ Labor hours and costs are reduced
■ Lightweight/compact design eliminates
need for rigging (cranes and lifts)

More creative possibilities. New low-profile solutions
provide more flexibilty. And more options.

■ No need for roof reinforcements
■ Building controls are easily integrated
■ Less equipment = lower installation costs

Find out how to put ABCO AER to work for you at abcohvacr.com

■ Indoor units with sensors and advanced
electronic expansion valve technology for
precise delivery of heating and cooling to
each zone’s load at any given time

■ Entire product line voluntarily switched to
environmentally friendly R410A refrigerant
■ As much as 89.8% of the materials used in
standard CITY MULTI System are recyclable.
All products meet standards and guidelines
set forth by ENERGY STAR®, EPA, ARI,
ASHRAE, UL, ETL and ISO
■ LEED points for Mitsubishi CITY MULTI
VRFZ technology in areas of Energy and
Atmosphere and Indoor Air Quality
■ Energy modeling software that provides
comparative energy costs of VRFZ technology
compared to standard and high-efficiency
products
■ Knowledge of all local utility rebates/federal
programs featuring Green technologies.
■ AER affiliations with ASHRAE, USGBC,
ACCA, HARDI, & AHRI

Product Specifications CITY MULTI® VRF line (as shown below) is generally used in commercial

applications and offers capacities from 36,000 to 360,000 Btu/h. M- and P-Series solutions are generally
installed in residential and light commercial applications and offer both single and multi-zone solutions.
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